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01 TOCKENOMICS

1% Burn
In order to help maintain the value of our community token we have
put in place a deflation system. Every time, 1% of the transaction
values will be burned. In this way the total supply of the token will
decrease forever which will boost its price.
1% Dog shelters/donations
Dog-based meme coins have contributed immensely to the
popularity of cryptocurrencies, perhaps even more than bitcoin.
We think that dogs haven’t received enough credits for that,
therefore they deserve more than this. For this reason, we have
decided to use 1% to help dogs all over the world to better their living
conditions as a thanks for their role in changing the global
awareness and popularity of the crypto world. The charities we will
donate to will be chosen by our community and will be done
monthly.
1% Marketing
We strive for a sustainable business model so we can grow our
community and remain evermore attractive to our holders.
Therefore, we will accumulate 1% of each transaction to
continuously develop and improve our token and community.
These funds will be used for ongoing marketing campaigns to create
more awareness of our token and our community, improving our
infrastructure, maintaining the team and much more.

2% Giveaways
Doge Army Token has a very unique giveaway system in place. We
will organize live weekly give away events where we will randomly
choose 4 winners from holders who meet the participation
requirements. Additionally, 1 winner will be chosen from participants
of the live give away stream. So, also just by participating freely to
the give away you will make a chance to win!
2% To all holders
Holding Doge Army Tokens has many benefits. There are no
additional requirements to qualify for these rewards. There will
be no lock period for your tokens, you can cash out whenever you
want. Your earnings will grow linearly with your share of tokens, so
more tokens means more rewards. Besides, your rewards per token
will increase together with the daily volume.
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Pankcake locked liquidity
PancakeSwap is the primary liquidity provider platform for Binance
Smart Chain (BSC network). The liquidity allows automatic and instant decentralized trading of your tokens without waiting for slow
P2P transfer. PancakeSwap liquidity is an essential component of
the BSC tokens. Regrettably, it has been used in a well-known scam,
“rugpulls.” The concept of liquidity locking was introduced to avoid
this scam. To give more trust to the community we decided to
lock the pool on PancakeSwap.
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Token distribution
When we launch, only a maximum 12% of the total supply will
be on the market. Our token distribution plan is the result of a
well thought through process. The liquidity will be locked on
PancakeSwap. We have divided the tokens in five sections.
Locked:
Reserve 10% = 6 Months locked
Events 8% = 3 Months Locked
Team 5% = 1 Year locked
Total locked = 23%
Unlocked:
Marketing 5%
Reserve 5%
Ecosystem 7%
Advisors 3%
Total unlocked = 20%
Burn 25%
For 10 weeks, each week 2.5% will be burned
Liquidity 20%
Put 8% on the LP on PancakeSwap 8%
Liquidity 12% remaining
Every Liquidity transaction will be announced.
Sold
Sold in the presale 12%

Let’s start with the biggest part, the burn. Each week for 10
weeks, 2.5% will be burned. We will create 10 wallets that
will be locked. Each wallet will be locked for 1 week, after the
next burn wallet. This means each wallet will be unlocked for
the burn.
Sold tokens, in the presale we have sold 12% of the tokens.
This means these will be distributed to the holders. We have
put in a total of 20% in the liquidity, 8% of these will be put
in the LP. This means 12% is left over for a possible other
pool. We have a total of 5% marketing, these will be used for
marketing purposes.
Next there is 15% reserve, 10% of the total is locked for 6
months, because we don’t expect to use so much reserve
any time soon. The other 5% will be used when in need.
The events pool will also be locked for 3 months to create a
feeling of confidence toward the community. We also don’t
expect to use this any time soon.
Next are the team tokens which are 5%. We decided to lock
this for 1 YEAR. For the ecosystem we kept 8% seperate for
general operation costs. The only thing left is the 3% advisors. So in concrete terms 12% is sold, 25% is burned, 23%
is locked, 8% is added to the pool. This means that already
68% of the total tokens are not directly accessible.
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DogeArmy
Doge Army Token (DGAT) is a brand new crypto coin based
on giving back to our community. DGAT stands for Doge
Army Token, we as a Doge Army are a sanctuary to all Doge
type or Meme type coins enthusiasts.
Our token is based on giving back to the community. We are
going to execute that in 3 parts.
1. Giveaways
2. Charity
3. Holding token benefits
These community privileges will be explained in detail in the
community section. We want to be as transparent as
possible so our community can be built together.
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Our token is mainly based on building a community and giving back
to the community. We will do that in three ways.

1

Giveaway
First of all, 2% of every transaction will be send
to an BSC address which will be published so
everyone can see the transactions. Weekly
their will be a giveaway which will distribute
all the transactions accumulated in the wallet.
However there are two conditions. First of all
you need to hold at least 0.2 bnb. Second you
need to hold your tokens for at least 5 days.
These two conditions ensure us that the
giveaway will be done fairly.
The giveaway will be done live on twitch so you
can confirm that it will be done fairly. Their will
be a total of five winners every two weeks. The
giveaway will be distributed every week by 25%
so it can’t be dumped at once. Everyone that
holds for 5 days with at least 0.2 BNB
automatically joins the giveaway. There
will be 5 giveaways in total every week. Four
giveaways will be given out to the holders that
comply with the giveaway conditions. At last
we will do 1 giveaway to a lucky viewer that
watches our giveaway livestream on twitch.

2

Charity
Second, charity. For every transaction their will
be a 1% burn to a public wallet which is
designated for a charity. Because we are
a type of doge meme token, our chosen charity
will be a dog charity. Because we are driven
by our community we will let the community
choose each month which charity will be
donated to.

Redistribution
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Last of all, redistribution. 2% of each
transaction will be automatically
redistributed amongst holders. The
amount of tokens you get from this
redistribution is proportional to the
amount of tokens you hold. This means
the more and longer you hold the more
you will get.
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Team
Our DogeArmy team consists of 6 experts.These experts all have
their own speciality.We have a designer, web developer,
marketing, crypto and blockchain expert.A well divided team
as ours will ensure a smooth pre-sale and token launch.

General of the Army
The general is the project
leader of the Doge Army
Token.

Special Force
Our special force is our
crypto expert and is
responsible of the token and
smart contract.

Major General
The Major General is
responsible of our social
media accounts.

Secret service

Sniper

Commando

Our secret service is the
marketing and expert and
builds our Doge Army.

The sniper is our wel
known web designer.

The commando is our all
round support and helps
us with our daily activities.

